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Towertale is a side-scrolling hack and slash that focuses on gunplay and melee combat. Towertale
features ten well designed boss fights, with four classic platforming levels and six 4-5 player battles
to complete. Towertale is set in a fantasy world inspired by Norse mythology. Ten wizards have been
corrupted and cast their dark powers in the world. These wizards, the Shadow Lords, are out to end

the world. Your mission is to unleash the five Elements in order to stop them. Your powers grow
stronger throughout the game, and will help you save the world from destruction. About the Author:
Alex Kauffman is a software engineer for a US based Fortune 500 company. He plays video games as

part of his hobby. What’s New in this Version: Version 1.1.6- Fixed a bug that caused the game to
crash on Linux- Fixed the display of the level save menu if the game crashes before the menu is

closed- Fixed a bug that caused enemies to kill players outside the level- Fixed the game camera so
that it doesn’t lose track of the player after saving a game- Fixed other minor bugs and glitches If
you enjoy this app, please take a few seconds to rate and review it! It helps a lot. Thanks! Original
description from Google Play: Towertale is a side-scrolling hack and slash that focuses on gunplay
and melee combat. Towertale features ten well designed boss fights, with four classic platforming
levels and six 4-5 player battles to complete. Towertale is set in a fantasy world inspired by Norse

mythology. Ten wizards have been corrupted and cast their dark powers in the world. These wizards,
the Shadow Lords, are out to end the world. Your mission is to unleash the five Elements in order to
stop them. Your powers grow stronger throughout the game, and will help you save the world from
destruction. Listen to the music! (It’s free!) Check out the additional screenshots! (Once again, they
are all free!) The game is supported by your feedback. Feel free to send your suggestions or bugs to
support@towertale.com. I have a strong love for IOS gaming, but I do have a very personal dislike for

the way Apple controls apps on their mobile platforms. A lot of games have been updated to take
advantage of the latest hardware features and IOS 6, but there are several games that don’t support

the new

Features Key:
Limited Collector's Edition:

Tiny Artifact’s limited Collector's Edition of 13th Skull contains a dynamic plush character with a
hand-painted portrait of the 13th Skull (or the Mystery Case Files detective known as M.C. Fleischer)

on the side!
Everyone who orders the Collector's Edition will also get the digital desktop wallpapers that were

released after the physical Collector's Edition launch.

The Collector's Edition also includes a pre-order bonus for our friends at Tiny Artifact, in case they
don't have your physical Collector's Edition by the time you order.
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Limited Costume Set:
Tiny Artifact’s limited Costume Set includes a dynamic plush character and an exclusive desktop
picture from the release of 13th Skull on the exclusive set. This set comes with a hand-painted

portrait of the 13th Skull printed on a card inside.

Want to learn more about collecting your pre-order bonuses? Check out this video!
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